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I. Introduction

Securities fraud has been a federal crime since the enactment of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934. Section 10(b) of the 1934 Act, and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder, prohibit securities fraud, and § 32(a) of the 1934 Act criminalizes the willful violation of "any provision of this chapter, or any rule or regulation thereunder," including § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5.

In 2002, in the wake of the collapses of WorldCom and Enron, Congress enacted the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Section 807 of the Act, codified in 18 U.S.C. § 1348, created a new crime called "Securities fraud." Section 1348 defines this crime as follows:

Whoever knowingly executes, or attempts to execute, a scheme or artifice—

(1) to defraud any person in connection with . . . any security of [a reporting] issuer . . .; or

(2) to obtain, by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises, any money or property in connection with the purchase or sale of . . . any security of [a reporting] issuer; shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned not more than 25 years, or both.

Section 1348 was slow to catch on. According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, only 45 defendants were charged with violating §1348 from 2002 through 2010. By contrast, during this same period, 833 defendants were charged with violating § 10(b).

Recently, however, several courts have interpreted § 1348's elements as diverging from § 10(b) in several respects, leading to bar journal articles with titles like "Insider Trading Charges Under Section 1348-Without the 'Technical Elements?" and "The Evolving Mystery of Illegal Insider Trading."

Although these recent court decisions are sending shock waves through the legal community, the provision's author, Senator Patrick Leahy, was not bashful about his intention to create a new securities fraud crime that is easier to prove than § 10(b). In particular, Senator Leahy explained the new crime of securities fraud as follows:

---
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The provision would supplement the patchwork of existing technical securities law violations with a more general and less technical provision, with elements and intent requirements comparable to current bank fraud and health care fraud statutes . . . . The act[s]'s terms are not intended to encompass technical definition[s] in the securities laws, but rather are intended to provide a flexible tool to allow prosecutors to address the wide array of potential fraud and misconduct that can occur in companies that are publicly traded.10

This essay focuses solely on the materiality element of securities fraud—both in the misrepresentation and insider trading contexts. In Part II, this essay analyzes the materiality standard under § 1348 and concludes that it is probably lower than the materiality standard under § 10(b). In Part III, this essay considers the implications of this lower materiality standard in criminal securities fraud prosecutions under § 1348. Finally, Part IV briefly concludes with some advice for market participants, courts, and Congress.

II. Materiality Standards

A. Misrepresentation Context

This section analyzes whether the materiality of an alleged misrepresentation is defined differently under § 10(b) and under § 1348 and concludes that the definition of materiality under § 1348 likely includes a subjective component, unlike § 10(b)'s objective standard.

1. Section 10(b)'s Objective Materiality Standard

In misrepresentation cases under § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5(b),11 the materiality standard is objective, premised on the importance of the misstated or omitted fact to a “reasonable investor.” An alleged misrepresentation is material for purposes of securities fraud if there is “a substantial likelihood that the . . . fact would have been viewed by the reasonable investor as having significantly altered the total mix of information made available.”12 Stated differently, a statement is material if “there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable shareholder would consider it important” in deciding how to invest.13

2. 18 U.S.C. § 1348's Subjective Materiality Standard

In misrepresentation cases under § 1348, the initial question is whether materiality is an element of the crime. If § 1348 had been enacted in a vacuum, there would be a colorable argument that conviction under § 1348(2) does not require a showing of materiality. Under Supreme Court precedent, a statute’s inclusion of the element of “fraud”—which has a well-settled meaning at common law—carries with it the presumption that Congress intended to incorporate materiality into the statute.14 On the other hand, if a statute permits conviction with merely a showing of “falsity,” there is no presumption that Congress intended to incorporate the element of materiality.
because "the term 'false statement' does not imply a materiality requirement." If the statute lists "false statement" and "fraudulent statement" in the alternative, there is no presumption that materiality is an element because conviction can be premised on mere falsity. Section 1348(2) does just this, allowing for conviction based on "false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises." Therefore, arguably, conviction under § 1348(2) does not require a showing of materiality.

Section 1348 was not enacted in a vacuum, however. In fact, the text of § 1348 mirrors the text of 18 U.S.C.A. § 1344, which prohibits bank fraud. The bank fraud statute, in turn, was modeled on the mail and wire fraud statutes. Therefore, the caselaw construing the mail, wire, and bank fraud statutes should guide the interpretation of § 1348. In Neder v. United States, the Supreme Court—albeit without examining the grammar of the bank fraud statute in detail—held that the crimes of mail, wire, and bank fraud include the element of materiality. Therefore, Congress, by later choosing to enact identical language in § 1348, is presumed to have incorporated this settled interpretation of the statutory text. Moreover, the title of § 1348—which was enacted by Congress as positive law and which sheds light on proper interpretation of the section's text—labels the crime "securities fraud," confirming that Congress intended to incorporate the common law fraud element of materiality into the crime. Finally, to the extent there were any ambiguity, the rule of lenity would favor the narrower interpretation of this criminal statute, punishing only "material" misrepresentations under § 1348.

The next question is how materiality is defined under § 1348. In Neder, while holding that the mail, wire, and bank fraud statutes incorporate the common law element of materiality, the Supreme Court quoted with approval two definitions of materiality. First, the Court quoted the following definition from United States v. Gaudin: "In general, a false statement is material if it has 'a natural tendency to influence, or [is] capable of influencing, the decision of the decisionmaking body to which it was addressed.' Second, the Court quoted the following Restatement (Second) of Torts definition of materiality:

(a) [A] reasonable man would attach importance to its existence or nonexistence in determining his choice of action in the transaction in question; or
(b) the maker of the representation knows or has reason to know that its recipient regards or is likely to regard the matter as important in determining his choice of action, although a reasonable man would not so regard it.

Although a few courts have adopted the Restatement definition in subsequent mail and wire fraud cases, most courts apply the Gaudin
Both definitions differ markedly from the objective materiality definition used under § 10(b) because they include a subjective component. In particular, in the Gaudin definition, a statement is material if it is “capable of influencing,” even if it does not have a “natural tendency” to do so. Similarly, prong (b) of the Restatement definition allows for a finding of materiality, even if a reasonable person would not find the matter to be important.

Under current precedent, § 1348’s materiality element will likely be interpreted identically to the materiality element in the mail, wire, and bank fraud statutes. First, Congress’s mirroring of the bank fraud statute in § 1348 suggests—not only that Congress intended to incorporate a materiality element—but that Congress intended to interpret that element identically in both statutes. Second, the Supreme Court, drawing on common law precedent, has already interpreted identical text in the bank fraud statute as incorporating a subjective materiality element, and there is no indication that the Court would interpret the text in this provision differently.

The distinction between § 10(b)’s objective materiality standard and § 1348’s likely subjective materiality standard is best exemplified with an extreme hypothetical scenario. Imagine that, knowing that an investor relied on astrology to make stock picks, a CEO lied about his or her astrological sign in order to influence the investor’s investment decision. Under § 10(b), this misrepresentation would be immaterial as a matter of law because no reasonable investor would have found this information to be significant when making an investment decision. Under § 1348, on the other hand, a fact-finder could potentially find that this misrepresentation was material under the subjective materiality standard.

B. Insider Trading Context

This section analyzes whether the element of materiality is defined differently under § 10(b) and under § 1348 in the context of insider trading. This section concludes that several materiality standards potentially apply under § 1348, depending on the prosecution’s theory of insider trading, and that each standard likely differs from the § 10(b) standard.

1. Section 10(b)’s Investor-Oriented Materiality Standard

Insider trading liability is premised on a fraudulent failure to disclose. At common law, a failure to speak is only fraudulent if accompanied by a duty to speak. The Supreme Court has incorporated this common law limitation on fraudulent omissions into § 10(b). In particular, the Supreme Court has identified three circumstances in which a party owes a duty to disclose or abstain from trading. First,
the “classical theory” of insider trading applies to corporate insiders—such as officers and directors—and temporary insiders such as “an underwriter, accountant, lawyer, or consultant working for the corporation.” These insiders, who are in a fiduciary relationship with the company’s shareholders, must either disclose the inside information or abstain from trading in the company’s securities on the basis thereof. Second, the “misappropriation theory” of insider trading is implicated when a person “misappropriates confidential information for securities trading purposes, in breach of a duty owed to the source of the information.” Under this theory, the relationship between the recipient and the source of the information gives rise to a duty on the part of the recipient either to abstain from trading on the information or to disclose his or her plans to trade to the source of the information. Finally, a “tippee” of an insider or a misappropriator is subject to §10(b)’s insider trading prohibitions if the tipper breaches a fiduciary duty by disclosing the information to the tippee and if the tippee knows or has reason to know that the disclosure is a breach. Whether the tipper’s disclosure constitutes a breach of fiduciary duty depends on whether the tipper “personally will benefit, directly or indirectly, from his disclosure.”

Section 10(b) currently imposes liability under the classical theory only if the inside information satisfies the investor-oriented objective materiality standard that applies in misrepresentation cases. In other words, under the classical theory, if a reasonable investor would not find the inside information to be significant in making an investment decision, trading on the basis of that information does not violate §10(b). The applicable definition of materiality under the misappropriation theory is less settled, with several courts and commentators musing that materiality should be linked to the source of the information. Most courts and commentators, however, apply the same investor-oriented materiality standard in all insider trading contexts, including cases premised on the misappropriation theory.

2. Section 1348’s Subjective and/or Source-Oriented Materiality Standards

This author has identified three distinct theories of insider trading liability under § 1348, each with its own materiality standard. None of these theories applies the objective, investor-oriented materiality standard that is ordinarily applied in insider trading cases under §10(b). As a consequence, the materiality standard is potentially lower in §1348 prosecutions than in prosecutions premised on violations of §10(b).

First, conduct that would fall within the classical, misappropriation, or tipping theories under §10(b)’s prohibition on “manipulative
or deceptive devices” would likely also fall within the scope of § 1348’s prohibition on “scheme[s] or artifice[s] to defraud.” The Supreme Court, when deriving these theories under § 10(b), relied on common law fraud jurisprudence, which also informs the Supreme Court’s interpretation of “scheme or artifice to defraud.” Moreover, the requisite nexus between the fraudulent conduct and securities is even more attenuated under § 1348, which merely requires a “connection with . . . any security of [a reporting] issuer,” than under § 10(b), which requires a “connection with the purchase or sale of any security.” The Neder subjective materiality standard probably applies to each of these familiar theories, however, rather than the § 10(b) objective standard. Therefore, it is possible that the same piece of inside information might be immaterial as a matter of law under § 10(b) but material under § 1348.

Second, just like the mail and wire fraud statutes, § 1348 prohibits schemes or artifices to obtain “property” by means of “false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises.” In the mail and wire fraud context, the Supreme Court has interpreted the term “property” to include intangible property like “confidential business information.” Therefore, to the extent that a person is using “false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises” to deprive the source of “its right to exclusive use of the information,” the conduct is potentially within the scope of § 1348. Under this theory, the element of materiality is source-oriented, rather than investor-oriented, because the source is the one duped by the “false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises.” In other words, the materiality inquiry centers on whether the false pretense, representation, or promise that the person used in order to deprive the source of the exclusive use of the information was “material” to the source. For example, if a newspaper reporter, in violation of a promise of confidentiality, deprived the newspaper of its exclusive use of information about a forthcoming stock tip column by trading thereon, the materiality inquiry would center on whether the promise of confidentiality was material to the newspaper. This source-oriented materiality analysis is vastly different from the investor-oriented materiality analysis under § 10(b).

Third, § 1348’s prohibition on “scheme[s] or artifice[s] to defraud” includes honest services fraud. Section 1346 defines, for purposes of the chapter containing § 1348, the term “scheme or artifice to defraud” as including “a scheme or artifice to deprive another of the intangible right of honest services.” In Skilling v. United States, the Supreme Court interpreted honest services fraud as limited to bribery and kickback schemes. Under certain circumstances, an insider trading scheme might constitute a bribe or a kickback so as to fall within the
The scope of honest services fraud. For example, if an employee shares confidential information about his or her employer with a third party, in violation of the employee’s duties to the employer and in exchange for a share of the profits derived from trading, this is arguably akin to a bribe paid by the third party to the employee in order for the employee to violate his or her duties. The materiality standard that applies in the context of honest services fraud is whether the recipient of the duty of honest services—usually, the employer—would have tended to change its conduct if the employee had disclosed his or her secret dealings in violation of the duty. Therefore, like the intangible property fraud discussed above, the materiality analysis for honest services fraud is source-based, not investor-based.

The infamous squawk box case, United States v. Mahaffy, exemplifies the potential for prosecution under § 1348 for insider trading. In that case, the Government alleged that traders employed at several brokerage firms relayed information about institutional investors’ orders, which were transmitted on the firms’ squawk boxes, to employees of a day trading firm. In turn, as alleged, the day trading firm employees traded on the basis of this leaked information and compensated the leakers by executing wash trades that generated commissions for the leakers. Denying a motion to dismiss the indictment, the district court held that this alleged conduct could constitute a scheme or artifice to obtain the brokerage firms’ intangible property (namely, its confidential business information) in violation of § 1348. In addition, the district court held that this alleged conduct could constitute honest services fraud because the employees were alleged to have committed the fraud with the knowledge of the employees of their honest services, also in violation of § 1348. A jury ultimately convicted the defendant of conspiracy to commit honest services fraud and intangible property securities fraud under § 1348. On appeal, the Second Circuit vacated the intangible property securities fraud component of the conspiracy conviction because the Government committed Brady violations, and the Second Circuit vacated the honest services securities fraud component of the conspiracy conviction because the jury instructions did not adequately limit honest services fraud to bribery or kickback schemes, as required by the intervening decision in Shilling.

The Mahaffy case is especially noteworthy for purposes of this essay because the district court treated the element of materiality as source-oriented, consistent with this writing. First, with respect to the deprivation of intangible property theory, the district court identified the alleged misrepresentation, to which the materiality analysis applied, as “the failure to disclose to their employees that they were utilizing access to that information.” Second, with respect to the honest services fraud component of the conspiracy conviction, the district court found that the Government failed to prove that the Government employees had the requisite scienter, because the Government failed to prove that the Government employees were aware of the materiality of the information that had been sold to the leakers. The Second Circuit agreed, vacating the intangible property securities fraud component of the conspiracy conviction because the Government failed to prove scienter with respect to the honest services fraud component of the conspiracy conviction.
theory, the district court held that “one could conclude that the defendant stockbrokers . . . made a material omission to their employer by failing to disclose their relationships with the day traders.”

In sum, insider trading can potentially be prosecuted under § 1348 even if the inside information would not satisfy the investor-oriented objective materiality standard applied in § 10(b) cases. If prosecution is pursued under the classical, misappropriation, or tipping theories, an investor-oriented subjective materiality standard probably applies. Under this standard, even if a reasonable investor would not consider the inside information to be significant in making an investment decision, the information might nonetheless qualify as material if it is “capable of influencing” investors. If prosecution is pursued under the deprivation of intangible property theory or the deprivation of honest services theory, a source-oriented materiality standard probably applies. Under this standard, even if a reasonable investor would not consider the inside information to be significant in making an investment decision, the materiality element would probably be met if the source of the information would have found it significant that its confidante was using the information in this manner.

This begs the question, of course, whether there would ever be an incentive to trade on the basis of inside information that no reasonable investor would consider important. As the past 15 years have shown, however, especially in the short-term, objectively immaterial information has the potential to move the market. As such, timing one’s trades to precede the disclosure of this information could potentially be profitable.

III. Impacts of Differing Materiality Standards under § 1348 and § 10(b)

A. Chilling of Legitimate Market Behavior

As explained above, the materiality standard under § 1348 is potentially lower than the standard applied under § 10(b). Moreover, the applicable standard under § 1348 may depend on the theory that the prosecution chooses to pursue under § 1348. As market actors adjust their conduct to the specter of potential criminal prosecution under § 1348, they will likely cease even “legitimate market behavior for fear of later second-guessing by a prosecutor.”

1. Chilling of Voluntary Disclosures

In the misrepresentation context, the subjective materiality standard operates to chill voluntary disclosures. This author has previously explained the delicate balance achieved by the objective materiality standard.

The objective materiality standard for securities fraud under § 10(b) balances the fundamental importance of fair and honest markets against
the dangers of setting the materiality standard too low. On the one hand, as the Supreme Court has recognized, "[t]here cannot be honest markets without honest publicity." This consideration weighs in favor of a lower standard of materiality—both to lower the bar for required disclosures and to deter affirmative false statements. On the other hand, an unduly low standard carries its own dangers. When applied to omissions by a company, "a minimal standard might bring an overabundance of information within its reach, and lead management 'simply to bury the shareholders in an avalanche of trivial information—a result that is hardly conducive to informed decisionmaking.'" Moreover, when applied to affirmative misrepresentations, the materiality standard prevents “every miniscule inaccuracy in public statements of SEC filings” from being actionable, thus encouraging companies to speak voluntarily without fear of inadvertently incurring liability.

A subjective materiality standard disrupts this delicate balance. Companies and management will logically think twice before making any voluntary disclosures, for fear than even innocuous commentary could be characterized as “capable of influencing” investors. Congress has previously recognized the importance of voluntary disclosures in the context of forward-looking statements by enacting a statutory safe harbor from civil liability, with the goal of making “more information about a company's future plans available to investors and the public.” The safe harbor does not apply in criminal cases, so forward-looking statements are among the types of statements that may be chilled as a consequence of this potentially lower materiality standard.

It is worth noting that one factor counteracts the potentially chilling impact of § 1348's lower materiality standard: § 1348 only applies to fraud in connection with the securities of reporting issuers. Reporting issuers are subject to an extensive mandatory reporting scheme, so the potential chilling effect is lessened somewhat.

2. Chilling of Legitimate Uses of Information

In the insider trading context, the lower materiality standard and the related uncertainty about the applicable materiality standard may inhibit legitimate uses of information, such as engaging in securities analysis or leading a company into value-enhancing transactions.

Section 1348's materiality standards may chill securities analysis, thus interfering with the important function that analysts play in ensuring market efficiency. As the Supreme Court has recognized, market efficiency is "significantly enhanced by [analysts'] initiatives to ferret out and analyze information, and thus the analyst's work redounds to the benefit of all investors." Analysts compile small pieces of information from a variety of sources in order to reach conclusions about the covered companies. As Professor Donna M. Nagy has explained, "[B]oth courts and the SEC have acknowledged that securi-
ties traders generally, and analysts in particular, should remain free to ‘piece seemingly inconsequential data together with public information into a mosaic' which only becomes ‘material after the bits and pieces are assembled into one picture.’ The possibility that one of these small pieces of information—which in and of itself would not be significant to a reasonable shareholder—might be deemed material for purposes of insider trading liability may prevent analysts from performing this important function. In fact, the Supreme Court recognized this very concern in Dirks v. S.E.C., when rejecting the S.E.C.'s proposed universal “disclose or abstain” rule, with a purported carve-out permitting analysts to fill in the “interstices in analysis.”

But this rule [proposed by the S.E.C.] is inherently imprecise, and imprecision prevents parties from ordering their actions in accord with legal requirements. Unless the parties have some guidance as to where the line is between permissible and impermissible disclosures and uses, neither corporate insiders nor analysts can be sure when the line is crossed.

Therefore, § 1348's potentially subjective and source-oriented materiality standards may chill securities analysis, interfering with its important role in the markets.

Section 1348's various materiality standards, with the uncertainty surrounding them, may also have a chilling effect on business transactions. Professor Joan MacLeod Heminway has convincingly argued that the objective “reasonable shareholder” materiality standard applied in § 10(b) cases is often unclear, such as in the contexts of improper balance sheet accounting and failed merger discussions. She argues that this ambiguity negatively affects shareholder value because of “foregone value-enhancing transactions (including issuer offerings and stock repurchases), management distractions, and outside counsel fees and disbursements.” As a solution, she contends that additional materiality guidance is needed; and in a follow-up article, she proposes the means, content, and form of this proposed materiality guidance. Section 1348 exacerbates the problem identified by Professor Heminway. In particular, the insider who is chilled from pursuing value-enhancing activities by the uncertainty surrounding the “reasonable shareholder” standard will be even more rattled by the potential that a subjective or source-specific materiality standard might apply. Similarly, the distractions and fees in the face of the uncertainty surrounding the objective investor-oriented standard are only heightened by the uncertainty surrounding the subjective or source-oriented standard.

B. Imbalance Between Civil and Criminal Liability

Section 1348 is only actionable criminally, while § 10(b) and Rule 10-b(5) are actionable both civilly and criminally. Section 1348's
lower materiality standard operates to make some misrepresentations and some insider trading actionable criminally but not civilly (even if the additional civil elements of reliance and damages are met). As this author has previously argued in the context of mail and wire fraud, this upsets the ordinary relationship between criminal and civil liability:

[Criminal liability is ordinarily a subset of civil liability in instances where the relevant conduct injures identifiable individuals. Some civilly actionable conduct is so wrongful that it is also a crime. If criminal conduct involves a mens rea and an identifiable victim, the conduct is usually also civilly actionable. This relationship between civil and criminal liability is supported by the general rationale that criminal sanctions are more severe than civil liability.]

This ordinary relationship between criminal and civil liability is supported by two general theories: an economic theory and a moral theory. Under economic theory, “criminal liability [which has a higher social cost than civil liability] is only optimal when the damages necessary to limit the offender’s conduct to an optimal level are higher than the actor could pay.” Under moral theory, only that subset of civilly actionable “conduct that is morally repugnant should be classified as a crime.”

The extension of the scope of criminal liability under § 1348 beyond the scope of civil liability under § 10(b) seems to turn this ordinary understanding on its head, contrary to the leading theories about the civil-criminal divide. As this author has previously postulated, however, there is one potential explanation for this inversion in the context of securities fraud, with potential support in the economic theory of the civil-criminal divide. Perhaps, in the unique context of securities fraud, the social cost of civil liability—with the disproportionate effect on the defendant company’s stock value, the spillover effects on the securities markets and the overall economy, and the immense consumption of judicial resources—actually exceeds the social cost of criminal liability, thus explaining why the relationship between civil and criminal liability is inverted in the context of securities fraud.

C. Undue Prosecutorial Discretion

Section 1348, like other broad fraud statutes, affords the prosecution tremendous discretion in assessing what conduct to prosecute. With this discretion comes a danger that enforcement decisions will be made based on improper considerations, such as bias or political motivations. Moreover, this broad discretion implicates separation of powers concerns because, by in effect criminalizing “everything” sounding in securities fraud and leaving it to the prosecutors to decide what to prosecute, Congress has delegated the law-making function to the executive branch. Although these concerns probably do not rise
to the level of unconstitutionality, they raise a policy question: whom do we want making the decision about criminality—an executive appointee or an elected body?

D. Marginal Impact of § 1348

The mail and wire fraud statutes, which are implicated in most contexts sounding in securities fraud, already apply the same lowered materiality standards discussed above.91 Indeed, this author has coined the prosecutorial decision to charge as mail or wire fraud conduct that sounds in securities fraud as the “mail/wire fraud run-around.”92 Moreover, the lower materiality standard under the mail and wire fraud statutes causes nearly identical impacts to those identified above (chilling, imbalance between civil and criminal liability, and undue prosecutorial discretion).93

Therefore, this essay must answer the following question: if the mail and wire fraud statutes have a nearly identical effect on the materiality analysis as § 1348, does the enactment of § 1348 matter? This essay contends that § 1348 has a marginal impact because, unlike the mail and wire fraud statutes, § 1348 is narrowly tailored to apply to securities fraud.

The mail and wire fraud statutes, which are not tailored to a specific type of fraud, have been pilloried, almost universally, by scholars (including this author).94 Although Congress has not responded, this criticism cannot be unheard by prosecutors. Moreover, the Supreme Court has been critical of the breadth of the mail and wire fraud statutes, issuing numerous opinions reigning them in.95 At oral argument in the Skilling case, several justices expressed concern about these statutes' potential applicability to garden-variety misconduct, such as “the employee using the computer for personal use.”96 Again, this skepticism cannot have gone unnoticed by prosecutors.

In light of this rampant skepticism, prosecutors are likely exercising their charging discretion judiciously, lest a prosecution technically within the bounds of the mail or wire fraud statute but outside the bounds of reason lead to reform. For example, at oral argument in the Skilling case, counsel for the United States responded to questions about whether ordinary misconduct could be actionable under the mail or wire fraud statutes by suggesting that the Government chooses not to prosecute run-of-the-mill cases:

I think if you look at the cases in which this has happened, there is—there’s not like a deliberation on somebody’s part—oh, do I have to disclose or not disclose? What these cases are, are really outright criminal misconduct in the form of conflicting interests that every fiduciary knows you need to disclose this before you take official action to further that interest.97

In fact, the United States Attorneys Manual cautions prosecutors...
not to use the mail and wire fraud statutes unnecessarily: "Prosecutions of fraud ordinarily should not be undertaken if the scheme employed consists of some isolated transactions between individuals, involving minor loss to the victims, in which case the parties should be left to settle their differences by civil or criminal litigation in the state courts."  

In contrast to the mail and wire fraud statutes, § 1348 is narrowly tailored to apply to conduct sounding in securities fraud, with far less potential to "metastasize." The argument that the mail and wire fraud statutes should be "repealed by implication" when the charged conduct falls within the scope of a specific fraud statute is inapplicable because § 1348 is specific. Similarly, this author cannot characterize the usage of § 1348 to prosecute conduct sounding in securities fraud as a "run-around," with the negative connotation that prosecutors are using a loophole to avoid Congress's securities fraud standards. Therefore, prosecutors are less likely to feel constrained by the potential for push-back when using § 1348 to prosecute misrepresentations that a reasonable investor would not consider important or to prosecute trading on inside information that would not satisfy the objective, investor-oriented materiality standard. The choice to prosecute the defendants in United States v. Mahaffy under the untested § 1348 criminal securities fraud statute, rather than the more predictable wire or mail fraud statutes, supports this thesis that prosecutors are less likely to feel squeamish about charging borderline conduct under § 1348 than under the mail and wire fraud statutes.  

Therefore, this essay argues that § 1348 does matter. While the "mail/wire fraud run-around" presents the theoretical possibility that immaterial misrepresentations or trading based on immaterial inside information might be prosecuted, the availability of § 1348 makes this prosecution more likely to occur.

IV. Conclusion

Section 1348 probably imposes a lower materiality standard than § 10(b). With respect to misrepresentations, a subjective materiality standard likely applies, which inquires whether the alleged misrepresentation is "capable of influencing" an investor. With respect to insider trading, several potential materiality standards apply. With respect to conduct falling within the traditional classical, misappropriation, or tipping theories, § 1348 likely applies a subjective standard, again looking at whether the inside information is "capable of influencing" an investor. With respect to conduct falling within intangible property fraud or honest services fraud, the materiality standard probably shifts from an investor-oriented standard to a source-oriented standard. Under this source-oriented standard, the focus of the inquiry is whether the source would have changed its conduct had it known about its confidante's side activities.
The potential applicability of a lower materiality standard under § 1348 than under § 10(b) has several probable outcomes. First, the lower standard and the related uncertainty likely chill legitimate market behavior, like voluntary corporate disclosures, securities analysis, and corporate transactions. Moreover, this lower standard—which criminalizes a large swathe of conduct—affords great discretion to prosecutors in deciding what conduct to prosecute, increasing the risk that bias and improper motives may affect charging decisions. Additionally, because § 1348 is actionable criminally but not civilly, the expanded scope of liability under § 1348 risks disrupting the ordinary relationship between civil and criminal liability. Although these aforementioned concerns are also implicated by the mail and wire fraud statutes, this essay contends that § 1348 imposes a marginal impact because of the Congressional stamp of approval on the use of § 1348 to prosecute conduct sounding in securities fraud.

Therefore, unless courts interpret § 1348 more narrowly than this essay suggests is likely or Congress amends the statute, market participants should be wary of the potentially lower materiality standard under § 1348. Courts, when interpreting § 1348, should consider whether some of the concerns raised in this essay compel a more limited interpretation of § 1348, despite § 1348’s mimicking of the mail, wire, and bank fraud statutes. Finally, Congress, when considering the appropriate incentives to encourage voluntary disclosure, securities analysis, and corporate transactions, should remember the impacts of criminal statutes like § 1348, which can run roughshod over even the most carefully crafted civil regulatory scheme.

NOTES:

15 U.S.C.A. § 78j(b) ("It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, by the use of any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce or of the mails, or of any facility of any national securities exchange—to use or employ, in connection with the purchase or sale of any security . . . any manipulative or deceptive device . . . .")

215 U.S.C.A. § 78ff(a). For a natural person, the penalty for violating § 32(a) is a fine of up to $5 million, imprisonment of not more than 20 years, or both. For a defendant that is not a natural person, the penalty is a fine of up to $25 million. Id.

3Romano, The Sarbanes-Oxley Act and the Making of Quack Corporate Governance, 114 Yale L.J. 1521, 1523 (2005) ("SOX was enacted in a flurry of congressional activity in the runup to the midterm 2002 congressional elections after the spectacular failures of the once highly regarded firms Enron and WorldCom.").

4By its terms, 18 U.S.C.A. § 1348 limits its applicability to securities "of an issuer with a class of securities registered under section 12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.A. § 78l) or that is required to file reports under section 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.A. § 78o(d))." Consistent with common us-
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